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LEAST SQUARES RATIONAL APPROXIMATION˚
JEFFREY M. HOKANSON: AND CALEB C. MAGRUDER;
Abstract. Rational approximation appears in many contexts throughout science and engineer-
ing, playing a central role in linear systems theory, special function approximation, and many others.
There are many existing methods for solving the rational approximation problem, from fixed point
methods like the Sanathanan-Koerner iteration and Vector Fitting, to partial interpolation methods
like Adaptive Anderson Antoulas (AAA). While these methods can often find rational approxima-
tions with a small residual norm, they are unable to find optimizers with respect to a weighted ℓ2
norm with a square dense weighting matrix. Here we develop a nonlinear least squares approach
constructing rational approximations with respect to this norm. We explore this approach using two
parameterizations of rational functions: a ratio of two polynomials and a partial fraction expansion.
In both cases, we show how we can use Variable Projection (VARPRO) to reduce the dimension
of the optimization problem. As many applications seek a real rational approximation that can be
described as a ratio of two real polynomials, we show how this constraint can be enforced in both
parameterizations. Although this nonlinear least squares approach often converge to suboptimal
local minimizers, we find this can be largely mitigated by initializing the algorithm using the poles of
the AAA algorithm applied to the same data. This combination of initialization and nonlinear least
squares enables us to construct rational approximants using dense and potentially ill-conditioned
weight matrices such as those that appear as a step in new H2 model reduction algorithm recently
developed by the authors.
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1. Introduction. Rational approximation plays a role in several applications in
science and engineering; for example, rational approximations are a critical component
in H2-model reduction [6], can be used in special function computation [9, sec. 9.2],
and many others [23, Chap. 23]. Generally posed, the goal of rational approximation
is to mimic a function f : CÑ C by a degree pm,nq rational function rpzq : CÑ C
(1.1) f « r P Rm,npCq :“
"
p
q
: p P PmpCq, q P PnpCqzt0u
*
where PmpCq denotes the set of polynomials of degree m with coefficients in C. There
are several senses in which we might seek to construct a rational approximation. For
example, Pade´ approximation [2] chooses r to match the first m` n derivatives of f
at some point pz P C:
(1.2) r P Rm,npCq such that f
pkqppzq “ rpkqppzq @k “ 0, 1, . . . ,m` n.
In special function approximation, the goal is often to construct a minimax rational
approximation [8] that minimizes the maximum mismatch over a set Z Ă C:
(1.3) minimize
rPRm,npCq
sup
zPZ
|fpzq ´ rpzq| .
˚Submitted to the editors 15 June 2018.
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In this paper we seek to construct a least squares rational approximation over a discrete
set of N points Z Ă C in a weighted ℓ2 norm with a dense weight matrixW P C
NˆN :
(1.4) minimize
rPRm,npCq
}WrfpZq´rpZqs}22 where fpZq :“
»—– fpz1q...
fpzN q
fiffifl , rpZq :“
»—– rpz1q...
rpzN q
fiffifl .
Our motivation for studying this weighted least squares rational approximation comes
from a new H2 model reduction algorithm developed by the authors [15] where a
rational approximation of this form appears at each step of the algorithm with a
weight matrixW that is the inverse matrix square root of a Cauchy matrix. Existing
algorithms for rational approximation cannot incorporate this non-diagonal weight
matrix, leading us to develop an algorithm to solve (1.4) based standard nonlinear
least squares techniques.
There are a variety of existing algorithms for rational approximation. For example
as discussed in subsection 2.1, the Loewner1 framework of Anderson and Antoulas [1]
for rational interpolation has been extended by Nakatsukasa, Se`te, and Trefethen [18]
to rational approximation problem in the Adaptive Anderson-Antoulas (AAA) algo-
rithm; however this does not minimize the nonlinear least squares problem (1.4) and
does not incorporate a weighting matrix. Similarly, as discussed in subsection 2.2,
there are fixed point methods such as the Sanathanan-Koerner (SK) iteration [20]
and the Vector Fitting algorithm of Gustavsen and Semlyen [12] which have fixed
points nearby minimizers of the nonlinear least squares problem (1.4). These meth-
ods can incorporate a diagonal weighting matrix, but the dense weighting matrix W
required for the H2 model reduction problem.
One might ask: why not use nonlinear least squares methods? To use this ap-
proach, we first need to specify a parameterization for the rational approximant r.
Although there are many potential parameterizations, here we focus on two: a polyno-
mial parameterization and a partial fraction parameterization. In the polynomial pa-
rameterization, we define r by the coefficients a P Cm and b P Cn of the numerator and
denominator polynomials expressed in bases tφku
m
k“0 Ă PmpCq and tψku
n
k“0 Ă PnpCq
(1.5) rpz; a,bq :“
ppz; aq
qpz;bq
“
řm
k“0 akφkpzqřn
k“0 bkψkpzq
.
In a partial fraction parameterization, which is limited to degree pm,nq rational func-
tions wherem ě n´1, we define r as a sum of degree p0, 1q rational functions described
by their poles λ P Cn and residues ρ P Cn plus an additional set of polynomial coef-
ficients c P Cm´n
(1.6) rpz;λ,ρ, cq :“
nÿ
k“1
ρk
z ´ λk
`
m´nÿ
k“0
ckϕkpzq.
Sections 3 and 4 provide formulas for the residual and Jacobian for these two param-
eterizations. However, with either parameterization the challenge with this approach
is spurious local minima. As illustrated in Figure 1.1 when optimizing in the partial
fraction parameterization starting from different initialization, the algorithm finds dif-
ferent local minimizers. Moreover these minimizers frequently have a larger residual
1also spelled Lo¨wner
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Fig. 1.1. Spurious local minima are a significant problem when building a rational approxima-
tion via optimization compared to the SK iteration and Vector Fitting described in subsection 2.2.
Here each dot shows the normalized residual of rational approximants generated from ten differ-
ent initializations of each algorithm. Both the SK iteration and Vector Fitting frequently converge
to a rational approximant with similar residual norm, whereas our optimization approach strongly
depends on the starting rational function. However, by initializing using AAA, denoted by crosses
, we are able to mitigate this dependence on initial condition and find a local minimizer that is
comparable to that of Vector Fitting. The performance of the SK iteration after n ě 18 is caused
by ill-conditioning as illustrated in Figure 2.2. In this example f is the p1, 1q entry of the transfer
function of the CD player model [4] evaluated at 1000 points evenly sampled on the imaginary axis
between ´103i and 103i.
norm than the solutions generated by the Vector Fitting and the SK iteration before
n ą 14 when numerical instability emerges. This explains the relative infrequency
with which rational approximation is treated using an optimization approach; we are
only aware of one paper by Lefteriu and Antoulas where this approach is briefly de-
scribed [17]. One approach to mitigate the issue of spurious local minima is to find an
effective initialization. Here we advocate using the AAA algorithm as an initialization
for for a standard Gauss-Newton method with a backtracking line search (see, e.g., [19,
sec. 10.3]; we use this combination to construct the remainder of our examples. As ev-
idenced in Figure 1.1, coupling this initialization approach with Gauss-Newton yields
better minimizers than random initialization, and the residual norm associated with
these optimizers is comparable to that generated by Vector Fitting.
Additionally, in this paper we also address how to construct a real rational ap-
proximation, where r is a real rational function
(1.7) r P Rm,npRq :“
"
p
q
: p P PmpRq, q P PnpRqzt0u
*
where PnpRq is the space of degree n polynomials with real coefficients. This con-
straint is frequently present in model reduction context since the transfer function
fpzq “ c˚pIz´Aq´1b is a real rational function if A, b, and c are real. Although im-
posing this constraint in the polynomial parameterization is straightforward, doing so
in the partial fraction expansion requires more care which we discuss in subsection 4.2.
In the remainder of this paper we first describe AAA algorithm, the SK itera-
tion, and Vector Fitting in section 2 and discuss their numerical proprieties. Then
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in sections 3 and 4 we derive the residual and Jacobian for the polynomial and par-
tial fraction parameterizations using Variable Projection (VARPRO) [10] to pose the
optimization problem only over the nonlinear parameters and also showing how to
enforce the constraint that the rational approximant is real. We conclude that due to
poor conditioning, the partial fraction parameterization is preferable unless the goal
is to build a rational approximation of degree pm,nq where m ă n ´ 1, which can
not be expressed in this parameterization. Then in section 5 we provide an example
of the effect of imposing the real constraint and evaluate the performance of our al-
gorithm in an example mimicking a step of the projected H2 algorithm. Finally we
discuss extending our optimization approach to vector and matrix valued output data
in section 6.
2. Existing Methods for Rational Approximation. In this section we de-
scribe two popular classes of algorithms for rational approximation: those based on
the Loewner framework originating in the work of Antoulas and Anderson [1], such
as the Adaptive Antoulas Anderson (AAA) algorithm [18], and fixed point itera-
tions, such as the Sanathanan-Koerner iteration [20] and Vector Fitting [12]. While
these methods are successful in consistently obtaining a rational approximation with
a small residual as illustrated in Figure 1.1, none of these methods can incorporate
a dense square mass matrix. Moreover, our numerical experiments suggest that that
the rational approximations that these methods generate do not satisfy the first or-
der necessary conditions for the least squares rational approximation problem (1.3).
In the remainder of this section we will briefly derive each method, illustrating that
each method uses a similar trick—multiplying by the denominator of the polynomial,
effectively ‘linearizing’ the problem—and discuss how this affects the ability of the
algorithm to obtain a least squares estimate. Although these methods do not provide
least squares estimates, they are capable of providing rational interpolants (in exact
arithmetic) when both r and f are degree pm,nq rational functions.
2.1. Loewner Framework. The original work by Anderson and Antoulas pre-
sented a technique for determining if a rational interpolant of a specified degree exists
and, if so, gave a formula for such a rational interpolant [1, eq. (2.11)]. The cen-
tral feature of this analysis is a (generalized) Loewner matrix, defined through the
input-output pairs pzj , fpzjqq. Although the original derivation permitted interpola-
tion including arbitrary orders of derivatives, here we will describe a simplification for
the rational approximation problem called the Adaptive Antoulas Anderson (AAA)
algorithm developed by Nakatsukasa, Se`te, and Trefethen [18].
A key feature of methods in the Loewner framework is splitting the sample points
Z into two disjoint sets: pZ :“ tpzkunk“0 Ă Z and qZ :“ tqzkuN´nk“0 Ă Z where pZY qZ “ Z.
Then, the key step this approach takes to relax the rational approximation problem
is forcing the rational approximant r to interpolate at the values in pZ. This results in
a simple method to find the rational partial-interpolant—namely, the singular value
decomposition (SVD).
To see this in the context of the AAA algorithm, we express the rational approx-
imation r using the same Lagrange basis for numerator and denominator, restricting
this approach to building degree pn, nq rational approximants. In particular, we will
use a Lagrange basis expressed in an unweighted barycentric form [3, eq. (3.3)] with
Lagrange nodes tpzjunj“0 “ Z where we will later force interpolation:
(2.1) φkpzq “ pz ´ pzkq´1ℓpzq, ℓpzq “ nź
k“0
pz ´ pzkq
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Then, writing the rational approximant r (cf. (1.5)) allows us to cancel the common
factor ℓpzq:
(2.2) rpz; a,bq “
ℓpzq
řn
k“0 akpz ´ pzkq´1
ℓpzq
řn
k“0 bkpz ´ pzkq´1 “
řn
k“0 akpz ´ pzkq´1řn
k“0 bkpz ´ pzkq´1
Next, invoking the (suboptimal) assumption that r interpolates f on pZ, we require
that (after removing a removable singularity),
(2.3) rppzk; a,bq “ ak
bk
“ fppzkq.
Hence if we assume bk ‰ 0, we can set ak :“ bkfppzkq yielding an expression for our
rational approximant only in terms of b:
(2.4) rpz;bq :“
řn
k“0 fppzkqbkpz ´ pzkq´1řn
k“0 bkpz ´ pzkq´1 .
This is related to the second form of the barycentric formula [3, eq. (4.2)], where in
the case of polynomial approximation bk is fixed bk “
ś
k‰jppzk ´ pzjq; this expression
is also called the rational barycentric formula [16, eq. (1.7)].
At this point we still need to find a choice of b such that r approximates f well
on the remainder of the points in Z, namely qZ. Ideally, we would solve the nonlinear
least squares problem:
(2.5) minimize
b,}b}2“1
}fp qZq ´ rp qZ;bq}2,
however, this is still a challenging nonlinear least squares problem. Instead, if we
multiply through by the denominator, introducing a second modification of the opti-
mization problem, we find that b now appears linearly in each row
(2.6) fpqzjq ´ řnk“0 fppzkqbkpqzj ´ pzkq´1řn
k“0 bkpqzj ´ pzkq´1 ñ fpqzjq
nÿ
k“0
bkqzj ´ pzk ´
nÿ
k“0
bkfppzkqqzj ´ pzk .
After this modification, we find b as the smallest singular value of the Loewner matrix
L P CpN´n´1qˆpn`1q built from the input output pairs:
(2.7) minimize
b,}b}2“1
}Lb}2, L “
»——–
fpqz1q´fppz0qqz1´pz0 . . . fpqz1q´fppznqqz1´pzn
...
...
fpqzN´n´1q´fppz0qqzN´n´1´pz0 . . . fpqzN´n´1q´fppznqqzN´n´1´pzn
fiffiffifl .
The net result of these approximations is an easy approach for finding a rational ap-
proximant, but one that is necessary suboptimal with respect to the ℓ2 norm due to
the interpolation condition (2.3) and multiplication by the denominator in (2.6). How-
ever, as illustrated in Figure 2.1, this approach will yield increasingly good rational
approximants as measured in residual norm with increasing degree, but ones that are
outperformed by our optimization based approach for building rational approximants.
One of the important contributions of the AAA algorithm was providing a greedy
heuristic for selecting interpolation points, given in Algorithm 2.1. The authors also
discuss removing Froissart doublets—poles with either small residues or pole-zero
pairs that nearly cancel—an important consideration for the quality of approximation
when the norm of the residual becomes small.
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Fig. 2.1. Comparison of the residual }fpZq ´ rpZq}2 where the rational approximation r is
generated by AAA ( ) and our optimization approach using a pole residue parameterization described
in section 4 ( ). The left takes f from the CD Player model as described in Figure 1.1. The right
takes fpzq “ tanp256zq evaluated at 1000 points uniformly on the unit circle following [18, Fig. 6.4].
Algorithm 2.1 Adaptive Anderson Antoulas (AAA)
Input : Input output pairs tpzj , fpzjqqu
N
j“1, desired degree approximant pn, nq
Output : Rational approximation rpzq “
řℓ
k“0 fppzkqbkpz´zjq´1ř
ℓ
k“0
bkpz´pzkq´1
1 Set residual rj Ð fpzjq j “ 1, . . . , N ;
2 qZ Ð Z;
3 for ℓ “ 0, 1, . . . , n do
4 j Ð argmaxj |rj |;
5 Remove zj from qZ and place in pZ ;
6 Construct the Loewner matrix rLsj,k Ð pfpqzjq ´ fppzkqq{pqzj ´ pzkq;
7 Compute SVD: UΣV˚ Ð L;
8 bÐ rVs¨,ℓ;
9 Compute residual rj Ð
$&%fpzjq ´
řℓ
k“0 fppzkqbkpzj´pzkq´1ř
ℓ
k“0
bkpzj´pzkq´1 , zj P qZ
0, zj P pZ . ;
2.2. Fixed Point Iterations. An alternative to the Loewner framework are
fixed point iterations, such as the Sanathanan-Koerner (SK) iteration [20] and Vector
Fitting [12, 11]. Both iterations exploit the same trick of multiplying through by the
denominator which was seen in (2.6) and, unlike AAA, do not require interpolation
at a set of n`1 points. Although the SK iteration and Vector Fitting were developed
independently, their similar underpinning has been previously discussed by Hendrickx
and Dhaene [14]. Here we focus on the numerical features of each algorithm, noting
the SK iteration can become ill-conditioned even when using a polynomial basis that
is well conditions, such as a Legendre basis. However, Vector Fitting avoids this fault
by working asymptotically in a partial fraction expansion. Although both algorithms
can provide good rational approximations, neither satisfy the first order optimality
criteria for least squares rational approximation when data fpziq is generated by a
function f not in Rm,n [22].
2.2.1. The Sanathanan-Koerner Iteration. Suppose we are given a basis
for the numerator and denominator, tφku
m
k“0 and tψku
n
k“0 and construct the rational
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approximation r as in (1.5):
(2.8) rpz; a,bq “
ppz; aq
qpz;bq
“
řm
k“0 akφkpzqřn
k“0 bkψkpzq
.
If we define Vandermonde matrices Φ P CNˆm and Ψ P CNˆn, we can write this
optimization problem as
(2.9) minimize
aPCm`1,bPCn`1
}f ´ diagpΨbq´1Φa}2, rΦsj,k :“ φkpzjq, rΨsj,k :“ ψkpzjq,
and f “ rfpz1q, . . . , fpzNqs
J. One common approach to building a rational approx-
imation prior to Sanathanan and Koerner’s 1963 paper was to multiply through by
the denominator, as in AAA, yielding a linear least squares problem:
(2.10) minimize
aPCm`1,bPCn`1
} diagpfqΨb´Φa}2.
The key insight of Sanathanan and Koerner was to introduce a weighting to correct
for the wrong norm introduced by multiplying through by the denominator. If at
step ℓ, we have coefficients apℓq and bpℓq, the next step is chosen by solving a problem
weighted by the previous denominator:
(2.11) apℓ`1q,bpℓ`1q Ð minimize
aPCm`1,bPCn`1
} diagpΨbpℓqq´1rdiagpfqΨb´Φas}2.
Then if apℓq Ñ ap˚q and bpℓq Ñ bp˚q, then ap˚q and bp˚q appear to provide a least
squares solution.
There is one additional choice that is left to be made: how to fix the free scaling
shared between a and b. In the original paper Sanathanan and Koerner, working in
the monomial basis, pick the constant term to set to one that f is in the right hand
side of the least squares problem. Here we follow a similar approach when tψku
n
k“0 is
an orthogonal basis of increasing degree, such a Legendre polynomials, which in this
case yields the step:
(2.12)
apℓ`1q,bpℓ`1q Ð minimize
aPCm`1,bPCn
›››diagpΨbpℓqq´1 rf ` rΨs¨,1:nrbs1:n ´ diagpfqΦas›››
2
;
where b
pℓ`1q
0
“ ψ0p0q. This approach is used in our implementation, given in Al-
gorithm 2.2. Our experiments suggest that changing the normalization changes the
fixed points of this algorithm. This particular constraint yielded the best fixed points
in terms of residual norm of those we experimented with.
Although this algorithm frequently converges to fixed points, the linear system
that is solved to update a and b in (2.12) rapidly becomes ill-conditioned with increas-
ing degree as illustrated in Figure 2.2. This is not a function of the polynomial basis,
as we have transformed the Legendre basis to be orthogonal on r´1000i, 1000is and the
condition number of Φ and Ψ both remain below 10. However, the condition number
of base iteration matrix
“
´Φ diagpfqrΨs¨,1:n
‰
and that of the scaling diagpΨbq´1
grow rapidly, combining in the large condition number seen. This motivates adaptive
basis used by Vector Fitting.
2.2.2. Vector Fitting. Vector Fitting uses a similar approach to the SK it-
eration, but makes two subtle changes, which combined remove the ill-conditioning
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Algorithm 2.2 Generalized Sanathanan-Koerner Iteration
Input : Input-outout pairs tpzj , fpzjqqu
N
j“1; polynomial bases tφku
m
k“0 P Pm and
tψku
n
k“0 P Pn where ψ0 is constant.
Output : Rational approximation rpzq “ p
řm
k“0 akφkpzqq{p
řn
k“0 bkψkpzqq
1 bp0q “ φ0p0qe0 ;
2 for ℓ “ 1, 2, . . . do
3
„
apℓqpbpℓq

Ð minimize
xPCm`n`1
›››diagpΨbpℓ´1qq´1 “f ` “´Φ diagpfqrΨs¨,1:n‰x‰›››
2
;
4 bpℓq Ð
”
φ0p0q pbJıJ;
5 if }bpℓq ´ bpℓ´1q}2 ă tol then break ;
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Fig. 2.2. Here we use the CD player model described in Figure 1.1 to exhibit the conditioning
number of the iteration matrix used by the SK iteration (2.11) and Vector Fitting (2.16) with b0 “ 1
in the left plot. Although based on similar principles, the condition number of the Vector Fitting
step remains well conditioned despite increasing degree. The right plot illustrates the difference
between the residual norm found via optimization and the residual norm found via these two fixed
point methods starting at the optimizer. Although the difference is slight, the nonlinear least squares
approach almost always yields a smaller residual norm.
present in the SK iteration. In the following discussion we will assume we are con-
structing a rational approximation of degree pn´1, nq, and later show how to increase
the numerator degree for any m ą n´ 1.
The first difference with the SK iteration is that vector fitting uses a Lagrange
basis with nodes λpℓq that change at each iteration:
φ
pℓq
k pzq “ pz ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1
nź
k“1
pz ´ λ
pℓq
k q k “ 1, . . . , n(2.13)
ψ
pℓq
0
pzq “
nź
k“1
pz ´ λ
pℓq
k q and ψ
pℓq
k “ φ
pℓq
k pzq k “ 1, . . . , n(2.14)
Then, as in AAA, we take the ratio and canceling the common product, yielding the
parameterization
(2.15) rpz; a,b,λpℓqq :“
řn
k“1 akφ
pℓq
k pzqřn
k“0 bkψ
pℓq
k pzq
“
řn
k“1 akpz ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1
b0 `
řn
k“1 bkpz ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1
.
As with the SK iteration, we multiply through by the denominator to yield a linear
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Algorithm 2.3 Vector Fitting
Input : Input-output pairs tzj , fpzjqu
N
j“1, initial poles λ0, degree pm,nq
Output : Rational approximation rpzq “
řn
k“1 ρkpz ´ λq
´1 `
řm
k“1 ckϕkpzq
1 for ℓ “ 0, 1, . . . do
2 Form Cauchy matrix rCpℓqsj,k “ pzj ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1;
3 Form additional polynomial basis: Φ P CNˆpm´nq, rΦsj,k “ ϕkpzjq;
4 Solve
„
apℓ`1q
bpℓ`1q

Ð argmin
x
››f ´ “´Cpℓq ´Φ diagpfqCpℓq‰x››
2
;
5 Set λpℓ`1q to be eigenvalues of diagpλpℓqq ´ 1bJ;
6 if }b}2 ă tol then break;
7 Residues ρ Ð rap˚qs1:n;
8 Coefficients of polynomial terms cÐ rap˚qsn`1:m`1;
9 Poles λ Ð λp˚q;
optimization problem,
apℓ`1q,bpℓ`1q “ argmin
a,b
} diagpfqΨpℓqb´Φpℓqa}2
where rΨpℓqsj,0 “ 1, rΨ
pℓqsj,k “ pz ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1, rΦpℓqsj,k “ pz ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1.
(2.16)
As with the SK iteration, we have a free scaling between a and b. In the original
version of vector fitting [12], this was dealt with by fixing b0 “ 1. In an updated
version Gustavsen recommends adding a constraint that the average real part of the
denominator is one [11, eq. (8)]:
(2.17)
Nÿ
j“1
nÿ
k“1
Rerb0 ` bkpzj ´ λ
pℓq
k q
´1s “ N.
Unlike the SK iteration, vector fitting iteration (2.16) does not include a scaling by
the previous denominator. Instead, after every iteration the Lagrange nodes λpℓq
are updated to be the roots the denominator polynomial by solving the eigenvalue
problem [11, eq. (5)]:
(2.18) Axk “ λ
pℓ`1q
k xk, A “ diagpλ
pℓqq ´ 1bJ1:n{b0 P C
nˆn.
Then, if λpℓq converges to λp˚q, the denominator coefficients b converge to e0, and the
denominator polynomial q converges to one, and the error committed by multiplying
by the denominator vanishes. Moreover, as q Ñ 1, we recover a pole-residue expansion
of r with poles λpℓq and residues a. To extend this algorithm for numerators of degree
m ą n´ 1, it is sufficient to append columns to Φ. The complete algorithm is given
in Algorithm 2.3.
Although the iterates of this algorithm are substantially better conditioned than
those of the SK iteration, as illustrated in Figure 2.2, this algorithm is not without
its concerns. There are examples of input data where all fixed points are repelling,
causing the algorithm to iterate indefinitely [17], which Lefteriu and Antoulas sug-
gest fixing by adding a Newton step. However, this does not address a more subtle
issue: although the fixed points of this algorithm often provide excellent rational ap-
proximations, as evidenced by Figure 2.2, these fixed points do not satisfy the first
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Fig. 2.3. As an illustration that fixed point methods do not satisfy the first order optimality
criteria to high precision on the CD player model of Figure 1.1. These plots show the norm of the
gradient at termination after starting from the least squares optimum compared with the gradient
norm of the comparable nonlinear least squares parameterization. Here we see that the optimization
based approaches have a gradient norm several orders of magnitude smaller than these fixed point
methods.
order necessary conditions for the least squares rational approximation problem (1.4).
Instead, even when initialized at the least squares optimizer, the gradient associated
with the fixed point of both algorithms was substantially larger than that generated
using optimization, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. This does not appear to be a nu-
merical artifact because when initialized at the least squares optimizer, the first step
changed b by at least 10´3 in both the SK iteration and Vector Fitting for every n
test. This also helps motivate our development of nonlinear least squares approaches
in the next two sections.
3. Optimization Using a Polynomial Basis. An alternative to both Loewner
framework and the fixed point iterations presented previously is to consider the ratio-
nal approximation problem in the light of standard optimization algorithms for least
squares problems [13]. In this section we will discuss how to apply these results when
the rational approximant is parameterized as a ratio of polynomials
(3.1) rpz; a,bq :“
ppz; aq
qpz;bq
“
řm
k“0 akφkpzqřn
k“0 bkψkpzq
where tφku
m
k“0 and tψku
n
k“0 are two polynomial bases. This approach has the advan-
tage of being able to represent any degree rational approximant, whereas the pole-
residue parameterization described in the next section is restricted to degree pm,nq
where m ě n ´ 1. Unfortunately as with the SK-iteration, the use of a polynomial
basis makes this method ill-conditioned and of limited utility for rational approxi-
mations of moderate dimension, e.g., n « 20. However, the ideas developed in this
approach are later applied in the next section to construct a real rational approxima-
tion. In this section, we first derive how to use Variable Projection (VARPRO) [10]
to construct an optimization problem over b alone and then discuss how to construct
a real rational approximation.
3.1. Variable Projection. To apply Variable Projection to this rational ap-
proximation problem, we first state the optimization problem in terms of two Van-
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dermonde matrices Φ P CNˆpm`1q and Ψ P CNˆpn`1q:
(3.2) Φ “
»—– φ0pz1q ¨ ¨ ¨ φmpz1q... ...
φ0pzM q ¨ ¨ ¨ φmpzM q
fiffifl , Ψ “
»—– ψ0pz1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ψmpz1q... ...
ψ0pzM q ¨ ¨ ¨ ψmpzM q
fiffifl ,
as then the rational approximation is
(3.3) minimize
aPCm`1,bPCn`1
}Wrf ´ diagpΨbq´1Φas}2.
The key insight in Variable Projection is that if the nonlinear parameter b is held
fixed, a can be written in terms of the pseudoinverse, denoted `:
(3.4) a “ rW diagpΨbq´1Φqs`Wf .
If we substitute this value of a into (3.3), we recover an equivalent optimization
problem over b alone:
(3.5) minimize
bPCn`1
}PK
ΩpbqWf}2, Ωpbq :“W diagpΨbq
´1Φ,
and where PK
Ωpbq is the projector onto the orthogonal complement of the range of
Ωpbq. Defining the interior of this minimization problem as the residual r : Cn`1 Ñ
CN ,
(3.6) rpbq :“ PK
ΩpbqWf ,
Golub and Pereyra then give a formula the Jacobian of rpbq where
(3.7)
Brpbq
Bbk
“ ´PK
Ωpbq
BΩpbq
Bbk
Ωpbq`Wf ´Ωpbq`˚
BΩpbq˚
Bbk
PK
ΩpbqWf
where we have invoked Wirtinger calculus [21, App. 2] to extend this result. However,
we must be careful here as rpbq is not an analytic function of b. Instead we will define
the Jacobian of rpbq split into real and imaginary parts:
(3.8) rpbq :“
„
Re rpbq
Im rpbq

and construct the Jacobian with respect to b also split into real and imaginary parts:
(3.9) Jpbq :“
«
BRe rpbq
BReb
BRe rpbq
B Imb
B Im rpbq
BReb
B Im rpbq
B Imb
ff
.
l Then we define matrices Kpbq and Lpbq related the two terms in the Jacobian (3.7)
(3.10)
rKpbqs¨,k :“´P
K
Ωpbq
BΩpbq
BRe bk
Ωpbq`Wf , rLpbqs¨,k :“´Ωpbq
`˚ BΩpbq
˚
BRe bk
PK
ΩpbqWf ,
where the derivative of Ωpbq is
BΩpbq
BRe bk
“´W diagpΨbq´1
B diagpΨbq
BRe bk
diagpΨbq´1Φ(3.11)
“´W diagpΨekqdiagpΨbq
´2Φ.(3.12)
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Algorithm 3.1 Residual and Jacobian for Complex Polynomial Parameterization
Input : Polynomial coefficients b P Cn`1
Output : Residual r P R2N and Jacobian J P Rp2Nqˆp2n`2q
1 Form Ω from (3.5): ΩÐW diagpΨbq´1Φ;
2 Compute short form QR decomposition: QRÐ Ω;
3 rÐWf ´QQ˚Wf ;
4 rÐ
„
Re r
Im r

;
5 aÐ R`Q˚Wf ;
6 rKs¨,k Ð rI´QQ
˚sW diagpΨekqdiagpΨbq
´2Φa k “ 0, . . . , n;
7 rLs¨,k Ð QR
`˚Φ˚ diagpΨekq
˚ diagpΨbq´2˚W˚r k “ 0, . . . , n;
8 JÐ
„
ReK`ReL ´ ImK` ImL
ImK` ImL ReK´ ReL

;
Using these two matrices we note that by the chain rule, derivatives with respect to
Im bk simply multiply Kpbq and Lpbq by i. Hence the Jacobian Jpbq is
(3.13) Jpbq “
„
ReKpbq ` ReLpbq ´ ImKpbq ` ImLpbq
ImKpbq ` ImLpbq ReKpbq ´ ReLpbq

,
recalling that the part of the Jacobian corresponding to L appears with a derivative
with respect to bk. An algorithm to construct this residual and Jacobian is given in
Algorithm 3.1.
3.2. Real Rational Approximation. If we wish to impose the constraint the
approximant r is a real rational function, r P Rm,npRq, one approach is modify the
parameterization such that r is necessarily in this class. Using the polynomial basis, we
can enforce this constraint by choosing the bases tφku
m
k“0 and tψku
n
k“0 consist solely
of real polynomials (polynomials with only real coefficients), and then requiring the
coefficients a and b to both be real. This causes several changes to our formula for
the Jacobian. First, as b is real, the Jacobian now only has n` 1 columns. Next, we
need to ensure that the solution for a is real as well as when the projector PΩpbq is
used. To do so, we instead use the projector from Ωpbq split into real and imaginary
parts PΩpbq:
(3.14) Ωpbq :“
„
ReΩpbq
ImΩpbq

.
Then we form the Jacobian using this projector as before, but instead usingWf split
into real and imaginary parts:
(3.15) rJpbqs¨,k “ ´P
K
Ωpbq
BΩpbq
BRe bk
Ωpbq`f ´Ωpbq`˚
BΩ˚
BRe bk
PK
Ωpbqf ; f “
„
ReWf
ImWf

.
These modifications are summarized in Algorithm 3.2.
3.3. Normalization and Conditioning. As with the SK-iteration, we now
face a choice of how to remove the additional degree of freedom in our choice of b.
One simple option would be to simply fix one of the entries; for example, forcing
bn “ 1 which then yields small Jacobian with only 2n columns. Another option is
to constrain the norm of b, e.g., }b}2 “ 1, which is more numerically sound if the
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Algorithm 3.2 Residual and Jacobian for Real Polynomial Parameterization
Input : Polynomial coefficients b P Rn`1
Output : Residual r P R2N and Jacobian J P Rp2Nqˆpn`1q
1 Form Ω from (3.5): ΩÐW diagpΨbq´1Φ;
2 ΩÐ
„
ReΩ
ImΩ

f Ð
„
ReWf
ImWf

;
3 Compute short form QR decomposition: QRÐ Ω;
4 rÐ f ´QQJf rÐ rrs1:N ` irrsN`1:2N ;
5 aÐ R`QJf ;
6 rKs¨,k Ð rI´QQ
Js
„
ReW diagpΨekqdiagpΨbq
´2Φa
ImW diagpΨekq diagpΨbq
´2Φa

k “ 0, . . . , n;
7 rLs¨,k Ð QR
`J
„
ReΦ˚ diagpΨekq
˚ diagpΨbq´2˚W˚r
ImΦ˚ diagpΨekq
˚ diagpΨbq´2˚W˚r

k “ 0, . . . , n;
8 JÐ K` L;
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Fig. 3.1. Here we show two sets of condition numbers relevant to optimization in both the
polynomial and pole-residue bases. The left plot shows the condition number associated with finding
the linear parameters. For the polynomial basis, this is the condition number of Ωpbq given in (3.5)
denoted by ; for the pole-residue basis, this is the condition number of Λpλq given in (4.4) denoted
by ; for the quadratic partial fraction expansion used in subsection 4.2 this is Θpbq given by (4.11)
denoted by ; The right plot shows the condition number of the Jacobian with the polynomial basis
using a monic constraint shown as , and norm constraint shown as ; the condition number of the
pole-residue Jacobian is shown as for the complex case and for the real case. In each case these
matrices are evaluated at a local optimum of the CD player model described in Figure 1.1.
coefficient we fixed is small or zero at the optimum. However, fixing the norm of
b is substantially more difficult to implement; for example one approach would be
perform optimization on the Grassmannmanifold [7]. Unfortunately, neither approach
is ultimately helpful. As shown in Figure 3.1, the condition number of Ωpbq grows
rapidly with increasing degree. Similarly, the Jacobian is increasingly ill-conditioned
until the loss of precision in the pseudoinverse of Ωpbq causes the condition number
to artificially decrease; using the full Jacobian, ignoring its two dimensional nullspace,
does not fix the conditioning issues either. This motivates using the pole-residue basis
we discuss in the next section.
4. Optimization Using a Partial Fraction Parameterization. An alterna-
tive to the ratio of two polynomials used in the previous section is to instead consider
the partial fraction expansion of r into a sum of degree p0, 1q rational functions. For
a degree pm,nq rational function where m ě n´ 1 and q has n distinct roots tλku
n
k“1
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we can write
(4.1)
rpz; a,bq :“
ppz; aq
qpz;bq
“
řm
k“0 akφkpzqřn
k“0 bkψkpzq
“
nÿ
k“1
ρk
z ´ λk
`
m´nÿ
k“0
ckϕkpzq “: rpz;λ,ρ, cq
where tϕku
m´n
k“0 is a basis for polynomials of degree m ´ n. This partial fraction
expansion, also known as a pole-residue expansion, is much better conditioned than
the polynomial basis for rational approximation considered in the previous section,
as evidenced by Figure 3.1, leading to better optimizers of the least squares rational
approximation problem. There is a small price we have paid for this: the pole-
residue basis cannot express higher order poles pz ´ λq2, pz ´ λq3, etc. However,
for any polynomial q with multiple roots there is another polynomial rq arbitrarily
close with distinct roots. Hence for the purposes of rational approximation, even if
f has higher order poles, we can approximate it arbitrarily well in the pole-residue
parameterization.
In the following subsections, we first derive the VARPRO residual and Jacobian
for this problem and then show how enforce that r is a real rational function. Here
we are forced to modify our parameterization, choosing a partial fraction expansion
into a sum of degree p1, 2q rational functions and we reuse portions of the derivation
from subsection 3.2.
4.1. Variable Projection. To begin, we first write the least squares ratio-
nal approximation problem using this parameterization in terms of a Cauchy matrix
Cpλq P CNˆn and a Vandermonde matrix Φ P CNˆpm´nq:
(4.2) minimize
λPCn,ρPCn,cPCm´n
}Wrf ´Cpλqρ´Φcs}2.
where
(4.3) Cpλq :“
»—– pz1´λ1q
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pz1´λnq
´1
...
...
pzN´λ1q
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pzN´λnq
´1
fiffifl , Φ :“
»—– ϕ0pz1q ¨ ¨ ¨ ϕmpz1q... ...
ϕ0pzM q ¨ ¨ ¨ ϕmpzM q
fiffifl .
As with optimization in the polynomial basis, it is helpful to define a single matrix
function Λpλq, analogous to Ωpbq in (3.5):
(4.4) Λpλq :“
“
WCpλq WΦ
‰
,
leaving the optimization problem:
(4.5) minimize
λPCn,dPCm
}Wf ´Λpλqd}2, d “
„
ρ
c

.
Then, as before, we use VARPRO to convert this into an optimization problem over
λ alone:
(4.6) minimize
λPCn
}PK
ΛpλqWf}2 with residual rpλq :“ P
K
ΛpλqWf .
Then, defining the two terms in the VARPRO JacobianK and L analogously to (3.10),
(4.7)
rKpλqs¨,k :“´P
K
Λpλq
BΛpλq
BReλk
Λpλq`Wf , rLpλqs¨,k :“´Λpλq
`˚ BΛpλq
˚
BReλk
PK
ΛpλqWf ,
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Algorithm 4.1 Residual and Jacobian for Partial Fraction Parameterization
Input : Poles λ P Cn
Output : Residual r P R2N and Jacobian J P Rp2Nqˆp2nq
1 Form ΛÐ Λpλq using (4.4);
2 Compute the short form QR decomposition QRÐ Λ;
3 Compute residual rÐWf ´QQ˚Wf ;
4 rÐ
„
Re r
Im r

;
5
„
ρ
c

Ð dÐ R`Q˚Wf ;
6 Build rΛ1sj,k “ ´pzj ´ λkq
´2;
7 KÐ ´rI´QQ˚sWΛ1 diagpρq;
8 LÐ ´QR`˚ diagpΛ1˚rq;
9 JÐ
„
ReK`ReL ´ ImK` ImL
ImK` ImL ReK´ ReL

;
where the derivative Λpλq with respect to λk is
(4.8)
BΛpλq
BReλk
“ ´
»—– pz1 ´ λkq
´2
...
pzN ´ λkq
´2
fiffifl eJk ,
where ek is the kth unit vector. Then, using this Kpλq and Lpλq we can build
the the Jacobian using (3.13) as before. In building the residual and Jacobian in
Algorithm 4.1, we also exploit the rank-1 structure of BΛpλq{BReλk, to build K and
L using matrix-matrix products rather than a loop over k as in Algorithm 3.1.
4.2. Real Rational Approximation. It is not simple to construct a real ra-
tional approximation in a pole-residue basis. As with the polynomial basis, we can
require the basis for the polynomial component tϕku
m´n
k“0 consist of real polynomi-
als and that the coefficients c be real. However, more complicated constraints are
required for the pole-residue porition to ensure that rpzq “ rpzq. Namely, for every
λk with nonzero imaginary part that there is another pole λIk that is its complex
conjugate pair, λk “ λIk and that this same relationship applies to the residues,
ρk “ ρIk . Naively enforcing these constraints is not simple: these pairings can appear
if poles leave the real line and disappear if poles enter the real line. Alternatively, we
could automatically include the conjugate of every non-real λk but the degree of the
rational approximation will change whenever a λk becomes real. If we instead try to
work with an implicit parameterization of the poles, such as parametrizing a pair of
poles as roots of quadratic polynomial qpzq “ z2 ` b1z ` b0 this parameterization is
not differentiable when q has a multiple root. Instead, here we develop an approach
based on a partial fraction expansion of r into a sum of p1, 2q rational functions plus
the remaining m´ n polynomial terms:
(4.9) rpz; a,b, cq “
m´nÿ
k“0
ckϕkpzq `
$’’’&’’’’%
tn{2uÿ
k“1
a2kz ` a2k´1
z2 ` b2kz ` b2k´1
, n even;
an
z ` bn
`
tn{2uÿ
k“1
a2kz ` a2k´1
z2 ` b2kz ` b2k´1
, n odd;
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where a,b P Rn and c P Rm´n. This is a middle ground between the pole residue
approach we used before and the polynomial basis considered in section 3 that is
better conditioned yet still allows us to easily enforce that r is a real rational function
by requiring a, b, and c to be real.
The derivation of the residual and Jacobian for this parameterization largely
follows that of subsection 3.2. Defining Θpbq in an analogous role to Ωpbq and Λpλq,
we state the optimization problem as
minimize
a,bPRn,cPRm´n
››››„ReWfImWf

´
„
ReΘpbq
ImΘpbq
 „
a
c
››››
2
, where(4.10)
Θpbq :“
$&%W
”pΩ1prbs1:2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pΩprbsn´1:nq Φı , n even;
W
”pΩ1prbs1:2q ¨ ¨ ¨ pΩprbsn´2:n´1q pz` bnq´1 Φı , n odd;(4.11)
and where pΩpbq defined analogously to Ωpbq for a degree p1, 2q rational function in
the monomial basis with a monic constraint:
(4.12) pΩpbq :“ diag
¨˚
˝
»—–z
2
1 ` b2z1 ` b1q
...
z2N ` b2zN ` b1
fiffifl‹˛‚
´1»—– z1 1... ...
zN 1
fiffifl
and Φ is defined as in (4.3). Then, after applying VARPRO, our residual is
(4.13) rpbq “ PK
Θpbqf , Θpbq “
„
ReΘpbq
ImΘpbq

f “
„
ReWf
ImWf

.
Then, computing the Jacobian is similar to subsection 3.2, except now the Jacobian
is split into two column blocks, with an additional one column block if n is odd. This
formula is given in Algorithm 4.2. Then once we have found an optimum b, we can
easily convert back to a pole-residue form, using the quadratic formula to compute
the roots of each term and then compute their corresponding residues.
Although this approach has used elements of the polynomial basis to enforce
the real constraint, the optimization problem has not become substantially more ill-
conditioned than the pole-residue approach of the previous section. As illustrated in
Figure 3.1, the condition number of this approach stays close to that of the pole-residue
basis. We suspect that this is due to the fact that this case has used a partial fraction
expansion into degree p1, 2q rational functions whereas the pole-residue approach can
be interpreted as an expansion into p0, 1q rational functions.
5. Numerical Examples. As the previous sections have included several exam-
ples illustrating the performance of our optimization approach using both polynomial
and partial fraction bases for both real and complex rational approximation, here we
focus our attention to features not addressed in previous examples. In the first exam-
ple we show the utility of enforcing the real constraint and in the second we consider
a rational approximation problem with a nontrivial weight matrix W related to the
projected H2 model reduction problem.
5.1. Employing the Real Constraint. As an example of how requiring the
real constraint can prove beneficial, Figure 5.1 illustrates the rational fits to only
samples with positive imaginary part. Without imposing the real constraint, the
resulting approximation only fits where there are samples with positive part. However
by adding the constraint that r be real, the resulting approximation does equally well
on both halves of the data.
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Algorithm 4.2 Residual and Jacobian for Real Partial Fraction Parameterization
Input : Parameters for quadratic expansion b P Rn
Output : Residual r P R2N and Jacobian J P Rp2Nqˆn
1 Form ΘÐ Θpbq from (4.11) and ΘÐ
„
ReΘ
ImΘ

;
2 Compute the short form QR decomposition QRÐ Θ;
3 Define f Ð
„
ReWf
ImWf

;
4 Compute residual rÐ f ´QQ˚f rÐ rrs1:N ` irrsN`1:2N ;
5 Compute linear coefficients
„
a
c

Ð dÐ R`Q˚f ;
6 for k “ 1, . . . , tn{2u do
7 rKs¨,2k´1 Ð rI´QQ
˚s
„
ReW diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2pa2kz` a2k´1q
ImW diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2pa2kz` a2k´1q

;
8 rKs¨,2k Ð rI´QQ
˚s
„
ReW diagpzq diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2pa2kz` a2k´1q
ImW diagpzq diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2pa2kz` a2k´1q

;
9 rLs¨,2k´1 Ð QR
`J
„
ReΦ˚ diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2˚W˚r
ImΦ˚ diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2˚W˚r

;
10 rLs¨,2k Ð QR
`J
„
ReΦ˚ diagpzq diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2˚W˚r
ImΦ˚ diagpzq diagpz2 ` b2kz` b2k´1q
´2˚W˚r

;
11 if n is odd then
12 rKs¨,n Ð rI´QQ
˚s
„
ReW diagpz` bnq
´2an
ImW diagpz` bnq
´2an

;
13 rLs¨,n Ð QR
`J
„
ReΦ˚ diagpz` bnq
´2˚W˚r
ImΦ˚ diagpz` bnq
´2˚W˚r

;
14 JÐ K` L;
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Fig. 5.1. The samples of the CD player model described in Figure 1.1 along with degree p5, 6q
rational fits using a partial fraction expansion with and without the real constraint when fitting to
samples with Im z ą 0.
5.2. Application to Projected H2 Model Reduction. In recent work by
the authors, the H2 norm is approximated by its projection onto a finite dimensional
subspace [15]. Then, as a step in the model reduction process, it is necessary to
construct a real least squares rational approximation of degree pn´1, nq in a weighted
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Fig. 5.2. The residual norm on the weighted rational fitting problem emerging from the projected
H2 approach as described in subsection 5.2 using the real partial fraction expansion described in
subsection 4.2 and the vectfit3 implementation of vector fitting which does not support non-diagonal
weightings.
norm:
(5.1) minimize
rPRn´1,npRq
}WrfpZq ´ rpZqs}2
where the weight matrix W is the inverse square root of a Cauchy matrix Mpzq:
(5.2) W “Mpzq´1{2, Mpzq “
»—– pz1 ` z1q
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pz1 ` zN q
´1
...
...
pzN ` z1q
´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ pzN ` zN q
´1
fiffifl
and each zj is in the right half plane. Using Demmel’s results [5], we can compute
the SVD of Mpzq “ UΣV˚ to high relative accuracy and set W “ Σ´1{2U˚.
As an example of this weighted problem, Figure 5.2 considers the CD player model
sampled a sequence of points with imaginary part uniformly sampled between ´1000i
and 1000i: 80 points with Re z “ 0.001, 40 points with Re z “ 0.01, 20 points with
Re z “ 0.1, and 10 points with Re z “ 1. As expected, the vectfit3 implementation
of vector fitting does worse in almost every case as it does not support non-diagonal
weight matrices.
6. Discussion. Here we have shown how to construct least squares rational
approximants using standard optimization techniques in two bases, a ratio of polyno-
mials and a more stable partial fraction expansion, and with and without constraining
the rational approximant to be real. Although this optimization approach often finds
spurious local minima, we have found that the AAA algorithm provides an effec-
tive initialization. Moreover, unlike existing approaches, we are able to find rational
approximants that statisfy the first order necessary conditions to high precision.
Our focus has been on the scalar rational approximation problem, however many
applications in systems theory seek a rational function with vector or matrix valued
output:
(6.1) Rm,npC,C
sˆtq :“ tqpzq´1Ppzq|q P PnpCq, P P PmpC,C
sˆtu
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where PmpC,C
sˆt is the space of matrix polynomials of degree m. If we then seek to
perform a matrix-valued rational approximation using the Frobenius norm
(6.2) minimize
RPRm,npC,Csˆtq
Nÿ
j“1
}Rpzjq ´ Fpzjq}F
we can easily generalize our approaches to this problem. For example, considering a
pole-residue expansion of a degree pn´ 1, nq rational function, Rpzq,
(6.3) Rpzq “
nÿ
k“1
ρk
z ´ λk
, R : CÑ Csˆt,ρk P C
sˆt.
we can similarly use VARPRO to implicitly solve for linear parameters ρk. However,
in the context of model reduction, it is often desired to impose a constraint that each
ρk is rank-1, so that the dimension of the reduced order model is n. It is an open
question as to how best to incorporate this constraint.
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